Greece and Italy. About one-quarter of those found in Greece are clearly Greek in style, whereas the remainder found in Greece, those from Italy, and the ones from Gordion and Urartu form another group. These two groups are clearly differentiated from each other but the members within each group are similar enough for one to posit two centers of-manufacture, Greece and the Orient. The character of the oriental group is well known for they have been adequately described elsewhere and need not be discussed in detail here.' Suffice it to say that the oriental sirens have fleshy faces, thick noses, almond-shaped eyes, and hair falling in a mass on the shoulders in the style of a Florentine youth. Some of the pieces from this group are unique and differ from the majority of examples in some features. Thus two examples from Vetulonia are Janus-headed, bearded, and wear helmets (P1. 103, c); an example from Delphi and another from Olympia are also Janus-headed; one example in a private collection has two heads on one torso; two of the eight pieces from Gordion (P1. 103, a, b), five of the pieces from Olympia (one shown here, P1. 103, d), and an example from Delphi are bearded; the latter attachment is also unique because the siren clutches the rim of the cauldron in front of it rather than having its arms stretch over the wings (P1. 104, b).5 This variety does not exist among the sirens found in Greece and recognized as having been manufactured there. These are easily identified as they are of archaic Greek style; one is never in doubt about their provenance. Their hair usually ends at mid-neck 6 and sometimes there is a " bun" on top of the head the face is thin with a long projecting nose; and the shoulders at the rear are noticeably swollen (an example from Olympia is shown here, P1. 103, e; cf. this with P1. 104, a).
The number of siren attachments placed on a cauldron varied. On the cauldron excavated at Ptoon were two sirens; at Gordion two cauldrons each had four sirens; and at Palestrina, Vetulonia (-P1. 103, c), and Olympia, siren attachments were placed with griffins on the same cauldron. This lack of uniformity in number may be 783 innocent of any significance, but the juxtaposition of the griffin protome and the siren might be important in an investigation of the area where the siren attachment originated. Thus a brief discussion on the origin of the griffin protome will be pertinent here. Two schools of thought concerning the origin of the griffin protome are at present very active. One school believes that the griffin protome was imported into Greece from the Orient while the other school claims it was invented by Greek workers and is a product of Greece.8 Jantzen has presented the thesis that the cauldrons, with or without sirens, were imported into Greece from the Orient and that it was at the Greek sanctuaries that the griffin protomes were added. Amandry,7 on the other hand, would have the cauldrons together with the sirens and griffin protomes arrive from the Orient as one unit, since he believes all were manufactured there. Certainly both theories are reasonable. However, the archaeological picture at present is that griffin protomes are found in western Europe and off the west coast of Asia Minor on Samos but only two are known further east: the griffin found at Susa '" and the one from Ziwiye; 12 neither is earlier than the earliest Greek examples.18 The griffin motif certainly appears in the art repertory of the Orient, but it seems to me that at only two places-Ankara and Sakcegozu-can one locate exact parallels for the Greek griffin protome. At Ankara was found a dado-slab relief with a representation of a griffin-headed beast 14 and at Sakcegozu there were excavated two reliefs of griffinmen (P1. 103, f). These three reliefs have all the essential features of a griffin protome: open mouth, knob on head, quadruped's ears, and spiral-curl on the neck. Their relationship to the Greek griffin protome is self-evident. R. D. Barnett 15 has maintained that the slab from Ankara was the prototype for the Greek griffin and claimed All the basic elements of the Greek griffin protomes are found on these Sakcegozu reliefs and since they are probably earlier than the protomes (whose early periods are not too clearly defined chronologically), I propose that it is here in North Syria that one must go to trace the relationship of the Greek and the Oriental griffin. As a further indication of the North Syrian relationship to the Greek griffin it is important to remember that the spiral-curl on the neck of the griffin protomes is found not only on the Sakcegozu griffin-men but also appears as a common motif in the iconography of North Syria where it is employed to represent the hair of both beasts and men (P1. 104, c, d, e)."8 It has already been mentioned that there is a paucity of griffin protomes in the Orient, including North Syria, and it is not an easy step from a relief to a cauldron attachment. How then may one claim North Syria as the home of the protome? I think the answer might possibly be as follows. Greeks (perhaps Samians, since many griffins are found on Samos) learned of the griffin motif from North Syrian art. This motif, and perhaps what it represented, appealed to the Greeks and was transformed by them into an object to be placed on the rims of cauldrons for use, perhaps, as a votive offering. The idea of placing a griffin on a cauldron would then be a Greek invention, and hence foreign to the Orient, but the griffin motif itself would have come to Greece from a North Syrian source. Those who claim that the techniques used in the manufacture of the protomes are oriental 19 fig. 114; p. 220, fig. 119 The origin of the griffin protomes found on cauldrons together with sirens may well have some bearing on the problem of the origin of these sirens. Amandry 21 has stated that the griffin protomes in the first period of their development were intimately linked to the siren attachments. He maintains also, as already mentioned, that the cauldrons, the sirens, and the griffin protome came to Greece together. This implies that all were made in one place, and although he concludes that the griffin protome may have come from Assyria, he does not arrive at the same conclusion for the siren attachments.22 Kunze 23 has argued that there need not be an inextricable relationship between the two types of attachments since examples exist where both occur separately. This is a fact, but since they are found together in some cases I believe that some form of relationship may be assumed without distorting the evidence. The relationship is, in my opinion, that the origin of the siren attachment is also to be sought in North Syria. Before this matter is discussed, however, a summary of present opinion on the subject of origin is necessary.
The oriental provenance of the siren attachments has been placed in various localities with Phoenicia and Urartu getting the most support from archaeologists.24 Recent writings, however, have tended to ignore Phoenicia and to concentrate on Urartu. The only one of these localities where siren attachments have indeed been found is Urartu. The exact number of pieces found there is not really known, but about eight or nine are credited to that area.25 Actually, as far as I can discover, only one siren attachment was ever excavated by a bona fide excavation.2"
The fact that Urartu had a metal industry is evidenced by the archaeological finds as well as by the annals of Sargon II who recorded his spoils taken from Musasir, a city in Urartu.27 This, coupled with the Urartian attribution of some siren attachments as well as a renewed interest at present in Urartian art, has led several archaeologists to claim Urartu as the home of the siren attachments. I believe, however, that this conclusion is highly improbable and that an examination of Urartian art and the reasons offered for an Urartian origin actually leads one to believe that any specimens found there were imports and not products of Urartian workmen.
Our origin.40 He claims that the Ivriz frieze is an example of Phrygian art and compares Urpalla's face to the face on the lion-sphinx of the Barberini crater-support. He also compares the hindquarters and its flame-pattern to some dado-slab reliefs found at Ankara which he claims are Phrygian. He concludes from these comparisons as follows: " To sum up: though it is still perhaps hard to distinguish between the art of Urartu and that of neighboring Phrygia and North Syria, yet we may safely say that in the late eighth century B.C. Urartian influence is detectable advancing westwards on a broad front." 41 I am afraid that this is a non sequitur.
It is quite clear, I propose, that after examining the evidence presented above one should conclude that Urartian art is being exploited much more than is merited. It has become a scrap basket into which stray objects are thrown. The siren attachments do not belong to Urartu on the basis of style nor merely because some were presumably found there. Recently Gordion has produced eight siren attachments on two cauldrons and thus has as many specimens as are credited to Urartu.42 Hence one could just as easily claim that Gordion (i. e. Phrygia) was the original home of the siren attachments because of the number found there and because Gordion also had an important bronze industry. 43 The use of a wing and tail ensemble on some of the bull's head protomes from Urartu 4 which is very similar to those employed for the sirens need not by any means be considered as evidence for the latter's Urartian provenance. This ensemble is also known on bull's head protomes attached to cauldrons found at Cumae and Gordion, both of which are not of Urartian manufacture, as Amandry and R. S. Young have pointed out.45 Amandry has also discussed the interesting fact that the bull's head protomes found in Urartu do not generally have handles.40 May this not be a characteristic of Urartian protomes in general? May not the very fact that siren attachments characteristically have handles be an indication that they were not manufactured at Urartu? It is a possibility worth considering.
If Urartu is to be rejected as the homeland of the siren attachments, where then was the center of manufacture? This question is not easily answered due to the complexity of oriental art, but I suggest that there is an area where parallels may be found for some of the features of the sirens. This area is North Syria, the same place where I believe the Greeks learned of the griffin motif. North Syrian art, as Frankfort explained it, was strongly influenced by Assyrian culture although " its art cannot be called provincial Assyrian, since it has an un-Assyrian character notwithstanding the strong Assyrian influence which it underwent and which can be recognized in the surviving works." 47 The material culture of North Syria was formed to a large extent as a result of Aramaean, Syrian, and Hittite princes striving to imitate Assyrian royalty and the artistic paraphernalia that accompanied that royalty. This art varied to some degree from city to city but one can see many common features and motives and one is justified in using the term " North Syrian " to refer to the art of these cities.
It is in several of these cities that parallels to the sirens present themselves without difficulty. It has already been pointed out that the " Armenoid " facial type is not a monopoly of any one people in the Orient. Thus maintaining that the Armenoid faces of the sirens are very much at home in North Syria may not be considered to contribute much to the solution of the problem of origin, but it is not to be ignored and should be accepted as a starting point. In any event it is not detrimental to the argument. Thus almond-shaped eyes surrounded by a border, and fleshy noses may be seen in a great number of North Syrian faces (P1. 104, c-h).48 Every oriental siren conforms to these features even though each siren may differ in some small degree from another. These differences may be explained as due to the fact that each siren was cast in a different mould. This is clearly demonstrated at Gordion where each of the examples is slightly different from its associate on the same cauldron.49 When one examines the bearded sirens and compares them to North Syrian faces, more similarities will become apparent. One of the characteristics of North Syrian beards is the appearance of artificiality. This beard passes under the lower lip and up past the ear in a sharp line; it is often divided into horizontal zones, and it generally tapers toward a squared-off end. Moreover, in all but a few cases, there is no accompanying mustache (P1. 104, c-e , op. cit., p. 211, fig. 102; pp. 213-215,  figs. 103-107; p. 218, fig. 114; p. 200, fig. 119; p. 223, fig. 124, pls. 40, 42. Hogarth, op. cit., pls.  B.11, B.14, B.16. Akurgal, op. cit., pls. 40, 41, a, b 
